Northeast
Community Policing Council
Zoom Meeting: 6/8/21

Approximately 29 members of the public attended, including APD civilians and councilmembers.

1. CPC members present: Vicki Williams, Roy Turpen, Richard Lujan, Francine Lopez, Kenneth Armijo, Dina Soto, William Orr

2. Call to order – 6:33 PM

3. Approval of June Agenda – Adopted

4. Acceptance of June Minutes – Approved

5. Introduction of NE CPC

6. Topic: What does the CPC do? And Who we are?
   - Collaborates with APD, business owners, neighborhoods.
   - Regular planning meetings/Recommendations
   - collaboration and effectiveness

7. APD Forward Coalition ACLU: Elaine Maestas Police Accountability Strategist
   - Emphasize importance we should never forget of why we are here with because of the CASA. CASA came in after tragic loss of family members of citizens of Albuquerque. Definition of Homicide deliberate and unlawful killing of one person by another. Letter to the court asked what DOJ what they are going to di with the deliberating undermining of the reform efforts and APOA’s being a intervenier with the process. DOJ to move forward with sanctions against the APOA. Contrary to the APOA claims APD forward believe the reform efforts under the case will enhance APD ability to protect the people of Albuquerque from crime. If APD officers are not professional or committed enough to conduct...
proper investigations on use of force, chances are they are just as careless and incompetent when it comes to investigation of crimes, and reluctance to hold officers accountable for use of force stretches of use of policies.

8. **Community Coalitions: Alfred Mathewson Represents the community of Coalition**
   - Group of organizations and activist that came together to participate in the process.
   - When the city was negotiating the consent decree, CASA with DOJ, Coalition of activities included members of APD forward, and Community coalition and others Pressured DOJ to negotiate to investigate and when DOJ did investigate and negotiating with the city, a question how you get community input in the process, where he got involved to educate the community about places for community input into the reform process.
   - Annual use of force, paragraph 298.
   - Types of calls out that results in use of force.

9. **Larry Kronen:**
   - McLendon two affects’ officers in the fields, agreements how officers deal with people of mental health issues.
   - Mental health people and interactions with APD.
   - Standard operating procedures, when there is a call out for behavioral health issues the ECIT officers takes the lead, or crisis intervention unit, people with specialized training take the lead on that issue.

10. **QUESTIONS**
    - Does the data reflect the number of minority officers and would greater numbers affect the respectful culture?
    - How is use of force defined by APD?
    - Are APD officers trained to hold the McClendon settlement accountable for the reason they're unable to make misdemeanor arrests?
    - Should we be assessing police conduct and culture without also considering the role of the courts in law enforcement and the fact that there are many more laws
on the books than can be enforced leading to a lot of discretion by police, district attorneys, etc.?

- What has been your viewpoint in change of leadership, in APD as to improving compliance and changing the culture of APD.
- IS a specific written document or plan that says here’s the strategy to move form current couture to the culture describing tonight.

11. NE Area Command Crime Report May 1 – May 31, 2021: Sgt Dain Symes

- Property Crime: Larceny/Shoplifting/Fraud/Forgery = 132
- Auto Burglary = 54
- Vandalism = 0
- Auto Theft = 48
- Recovered Stolen Vehicles = 11
- Commercial Burglary = 18
- Residential Burglary = 17
- Disturbance 75

- Crime against person
  - Family Offences = 276
  - Kidnapping = 0
  - Fight IP = 12
  - Aggravated Assault and Battery = 74
  - Robbery of all types = 27
  - Criminal Sexual Penetration = 8
  - Homicides = 2

- Total Calls for service in the NE Command in May = 8483
- Force per 1000 calls in NE = 2

- Use of Force NE
  - Level 1 = 4
  - Level 2 = 9
  - Level 3 = 4
  - Total Use of Force = 17
- **Use of Force Calls Associated**
  - Disturbance = 13
  - Family Offenses = 10
  - Assault and Battery = 9
  - Suspicious persons and vehicle = 9
- **Force of Events** = 6
- **Wanted Person** = 5
- **Drunk Driving** = 4
- **Suicide/SWAT** = 3
- **Onsight Suspicious Vehicle/Person/ Auto theft/ Vandalism** = 2
- **Stolen Vehicle found/ Onsight Disturbance/ Burglary of residential & dwelling/ Shooting/ Fighting IP/ Armed robbery/ Commercial/ Shots Fired/ Armed Robbery of individual** = 1

12. Meeting Adjourn 8:30

To watch the Northeast CPC June Council Meeting, please click link below:

**Topic:** Northeast Community Policing Council

**Date:** June 8, 2021 06:30 PM Mountain Time (US and Canada)

[https://cabq.zoom.us/rec/share/F-shHtfq9EKZmQlyL8bSzx2EmBIBo42W_zPb1jiKP6XkPdZXbqaBB3BYQrKnB0Psx._k0f-I3MkOBAVR7T?startTime=1623198849000](https://cabq.zoom.us/rec/share/F-shHtfq9EKZmQlyL8bSzx2EmBIBo42W_zPb1jiKP6XkPdZXbqaBB3BYQrKnB0Psx._k0f-I3MkOBAVR7T?startTime=1623198849000)